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The application of protein biomarkers as an aid for the detection and treatment of
diseases has been subject to intensified interest in recent years. The quantitative assaying
of protein biomarkers in easily obtainable biological fluids such as serum and urine offers
the opportunity to improve patient care via earlier and more accurate diagnoses in a
convenient, non-invasive manner as well as providing a potential route towards more
individually targeted treatment. Essential to achieving progress in biomarker technology
is the ability to screen large numbers of proteins simultaneously in a single experiment
with high sensitivity and selectivity. In this article, we highlight recent progress in the use
of microarrays for high-throughput biomarker profiling and discuss some of the
challenges associated with these efforts.

I.

Introduction

The discovery of protein biomarkers
whose change in expression level or state
correlates with the progression of a disease
is becoming increasingly important. Once
validated, proposed biomarkers can be
involved in achieving an earlier diagnosis, differentiating between disease types
with greater accuracy, and assessing response to treatment. Prominent examples
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of biomarkers include proteins that are
associated with a variety of cancers,1–4 as
well as heart,5,6 renal,7,8 and Alzheimer’s9,10
diseases. Most biomarker studies reported
to date have focused on serum-, plasmaand urine-based samples. A number of
other possibilities include saliva, tears,
breath condensates, cerebrospinal ﬂuid
and tissue lysates extracted from biopsy
samples. There are several excellent reviews detailing biomarker discovery and
validation.11–15 The potential beneﬁts of
biomarkers have greatly motivated both
academic and industry researchers to
apply new proteomic technologies for
biomarker discovery and to develop quantitative analytical methodologies for rapid
and sensitive biomarker detection. Many
clinically relevant biomarkers reside in
blood at picomolar concentrations and
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lower, which is ﬁve to seven orders of
magnitude lower than the most abundant
plasma proteins. Therefore, protein detection with high speciﬁcity and sensitivity is required; unfortunately, no universal ultrasensitive enzymatic ampliﬁcation
method (such as PCR for the case of
nucleic acid detection) exists for proteins.
Additionally, it is desirable to screen multiple proteins simultaneously in a single
sample. Multiplexed measurements are
attractive not only for economic reasons
but also for identifying characteristic signal patterns associated with the relative
changes in entire sets of proteins as this
will provide much more insight and diagnostic accuracy than individual biomarker
measurements.
The most widely used techniques for
the discovery and simultaneous proﬁling
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of multiple protein biomarkers are
mass spectrometry,16–18 2-D western
blotting,19,20 2-D gel electrophoresis,21,22
and immunological assays such as
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA).2,20,23 Each of these detection
platforms plays an important role in the
various steps involved in establishing
new biomarkers; however, none of
these techniques are well-suited for the
comparative analysis of large numbers of
samples or the multiplexed detection of
many targets within an individual sample.
An excellent and efﬁcient alternative is
microarray-based
technologies.14,19,24–30
Although microarray methods are wellestablished for high-throughput nucleic
acid studies, their application for protein
detection has been limited by issues
such as the surface immobilization of
protein capture probes without loss in
bioactivity as well as the availability of
highly speciﬁc probes suitable for use in
complex biological samples where there
is a high risk of assay cross-reactivity.
Herein, we discuss some of the latest
developments aimed at expanding the
applicability of microarray biosensors for
the detection of biomarkers for disease
analysis.

as the use of afﬁnity binding such as
biotin/streptavidin and fusion tagged proteins (e.g. histidine-tag, glutathione Stransferase) to obtain a more controlled
antibody surface orientation. Alternatives
to glass substrates that are less welldeveloped include nylon membranes, gelbased 3-D structures, plastic microwells
and suspension arrays of beads. Each
approach has a number of relative advantages and disadvantages that have
been previously discussed in several recent
reviews.27,32–34 At present, the best choice
of surface attachment chemistry is not
yet ﬁrmly established and also depends
on additional factors such as the variety
of protein types to be immobilized, the
analyte sample medium and the detection
method.
Various signal generation strategies
have been used in antibody arrays and typically involve either directly labeling the
target itself along with every other protein
in the sample or, alternatively, using a labeled secondary binding probe which has
a high speciﬁcity towards the target antigen. A wide variety of labeling species exist
which enable detection by conventional

methods such as radioactivity, colorimetry, chemiluminescence, light scattering
and ﬂuorescence with the latter by far
the most widely applied.35 In a sandwich
assay [see Fig. 1(a)], immobilized antibodies capture unlabeled proteins followed
by the binding of a second ﬂuorescently
labeled antibody speciﬁc to a different site
(epitope) on the target protein. The use
of two antibodies helps to improve speciﬁcity and reduce background noise since
a detection signal is only obtained when
the target biomarker is simultaneously
bound to both probes. However, sandwich
assays are difﬁcult to develop for largescale multiplexed measurements (i.e. >30
antigens) due to requiring two complete
sets of antibodies for each target and the
increasing likelihood of cross-reactivity
between detection antibodies and nonspeciﬁc array elements as the number of
targets increases. On the other hand, labelbased assays [Fig. 1(b)] are limited more
by the availability of single antibody–
target pairs and the spatial resolution and
size of the array. The direct (ﬂuorophore)
and indirect (biotin or digoxigenin) labeling of complex protein mixtures such as

II. Application of antibody
microarrays for disease analysis
Antibodies, being natural binders of proteins, are by far the most widely applied
type of capture probe agent used for
the detection and proﬁling of biomarkers
in biological ﬂuids. However, despite the
widespread use of DNA microarray technology for the analysis of genetic materials, the feasibility of creating large-scale
(i.e. >100 binding pairs) antibody microarrays for high-throughput proteomics
was only ﬁrst successfully demonstrated
in 2001 by Haab et al.31 Since then,
antibody microarray technology has progressed rapidly by addressing the multiple challenges associated with the surface
immobilization of antibodies in a stable, high-density and reproducible manner
without subsequent loss of bioactivity.27
Conventional methods of attaching antibodies to surfaces include adsorption
to planar glass slides coated with, for
example, nitrocellulose and poly-L-lysine
polymers; covalent coupling through a
cross-linker via thiol, maleimide or amino
groups to functionalized surfaces; as well
976 | Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983

Fig. 1 Simpliﬁed scheme for the detection of biomarker binding onto an antibody microarray
through (a) a ﬂuorescently labeled secondary antibody in a sandwich assay, (b) a ﬂuorescence
label (F) directly attached to the biomarker, and (c) label-free measurements on a thin gold
ﬁlm using SPRI. Here, the output from a collimated white light source is passed through a
polarizer (P), onto a prism/microarray assembly and collected through a ﬁlter (F) onto a
CCD camera. On the bottom left is a representative ﬂuorescence image based on a two-color
analysis of directly labeled sera from cystic ﬁbrosis patients. This image is compared to images
acquired from normal patient samples: proteins that are elevated in one source compared to
the other either ﬂuoresce green or red, while proteins with similar levels in both samples appear
in yellow. Adapted with permission from ref. 36. The bottom right is an SPRI difference image
obtained by subtracting images acquired before and after 10 nM b2 -microglobulin binding onto
a three-component antibody array composed of anti-cysC (), anti-b2 m (●) and anti-SEB
(). Adapted with permission from ref. 39.
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serum is readily achieved using various
commercially available kits based on Nhydroxysuccinimide or universal linkage
system chemistries. Although less sensitive
than the sandwich format as well as a risk
of epitope impairment upon labeling, the
majority of disease-related applications
involving antibody microarrays reported
to date are based on the direct sample
labeling. For example, the ﬂuorescence
image in the bottom left of Fig. 1 represents a proteomic signature pattern associated with directly labeled sera samples
from cystic ﬁbrosis patients.36 Currently,
a number of companies including Gentel
Biosurfaces, Whatman and Clontech offer
microarrays containing from around 50
up to several hundred antibody probes for
the label-based analysis of human cancerrelated proteins.
An alternative detection method for
array-based measurements that does not
require the use of a protein tag or label
is surface plasmon resonance imaging
[SPRI, see Fig. 1(c)]. SPRI is a surfacesensitive optical technique that quantitatively measures bioafﬁnity interactions (e.g. DNA–DNA, antibody–protein,
RNA–protein) at microarrays created on
a thin gold ﬁlm by detecting changes in
the local index of refraction upon surface
binding.37,38 This technique is particularly
advantageous for the analysis of biological samples containing multiple unknown
biomarkers and where labeling is undesirable and secondary antibodies might
not be available. The SPRI image in the
bottom right of Fig. 1 is from a study on
the detection of low-molecular weight renal disease biomarkers, b2 -microglobulin
(b2 m) and cystatin C (cysC), using antibody microarrays created on planar gold
surfaces.39 For both biomarkers the SPRI
detection limit was 1 nM, which is approx. 100-fold less sensitive than comparable ﬂuorescence imaging measurements.
Neither detection method is capable of
biomarker afﬁnity monitoring at concentrations of around 10 pM and lower
without some form of signal ampliﬁcation. Methods to signiﬁcantly improve the
sensitivity of both SPRI and ﬂuorescencebased measurements are discussed in a
later section.
The maturation of antibody microarray
fabrication and detection methods has
enabled researchers to begin exploring a
number of ways how this versatile technology can be applied to provide insight

into cancer diagnosis and therapeutics.
The earliest and most numerous applications have involved applying the highthroughput capabilities of arrays to measure the relative abundances of sets of proteins in various biological ﬂuids, mostly
serum, to identify associations with disease and new candidate markers for cancer
diagnosis. Haab and colleagues have used
direct labeling methods to proﬁle proteins
in the serum of patients with prostate,40
lung,29 pancreatic41 and bladder4 cancers.
In the pancreatic study,41 using arrays of 92
antibodies and samples from 142 patients
revealed multiple proteins associated with
both malignant and benign disease, some
of which were previously unknown to be
associated with pancreatic cancer. Particularly important is that antibody arrays
could be used to differentiate between disease states with high reproducibility and
accuracy. This helps establish the principle
that analysis of distinctive serum proﬁling
patterns can signiﬁcantly improve diagnostic accuracy compared to monoplexed
studies of individual markers.
In addition to the analysis of proteins in
body ﬂuids, other novel applications of antibody microarrays recently demonstrated
include the study of tissue extracts and
whole cancer cells. For example, comparative ﬂuorescence assays of tumor tissues
removed by laser capture microdissection have been reported for breast cancer
studies42 with distinctive protein proﬁles
obtained for diseased tissue compared to
respective healthy counterparts. Antibody
arrays have also been used to quantify
the expression levels of surface molecules
on colorectal cancer cells.43 Suspensions
of cells were incubated on an antibody
array targeting various membrane-speciﬁc
antigens with further distinguishing of
sub-populations of cells present in the
tumor sample obtained using ﬂuorescentlabeled antibodies. Certain antigens were
clearly up-regulated speciﬁcally on the
tumor cell surfaces suggesting a potential
method for deﬁning potential drug targets
and assessing treatment effectiveness.
Despite the rapid progress being made
in the design and application of antibody
microarrays, there are still multiple challenges remaining. These include improving array surface chemistries to achieve
a better understanding of antibody immobilization as well as preventing nonspeciﬁc adsorption and obtaining better
chip reproducibility. A major obstacle that
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becomes more prominent with increasing
numbers of probe elements and targets
is assay cross-reactivity. This problem is
exacerbated by the fact that most monoclonal antibodies have been selected for
use in single immunoassays. Therefore,
large sets of highly speciﬁc antibody
probes need to be created whose performance has been validated for multiplexed
analyses in complex samples. Developing pattern recognition algorithms23,41,44
alongside the introduction of controls and
calibrators will also signiﬁcantly improve
conﬁdence in protein identiﬁcation and
quantitative data analysis. In the remainder of this article we focus on some of the
latest developments aimed at circumventing difﬁculties associated with antibody
microarrays through the use of alternative
biomolecular probes as well as describing novel signal ampliﬁcation technologies
that are compatible with array-based measurements.

III. Emerging microarray
methods for protein biomarker
detection
While most research efforts have centered on the development of antibody
microarray-based applications for the
high-throughput detection and discovery of biomarkers, some of the technical challenges described above have encouraged researchers to explore alternative biomolecular probes whose proteinbinding properties are similar to or better
than those of antibodies. In this section,
we discuss some recent highlights in the
creation and application of nucleic acid,
lysate, peptide and small molecule microarrays for biomarker analysis.
III.1 Nucleic acid aptamer microarrays
Aptamers are short nucleic acid sequences
(single-stranded RNA or DNA) that selectively bind with high speciﬁcity and
afﬁnity to non-nucleic targets such as
proteins as well as a large variety of
other targets that include ions, toxins,
drug molecules, cells and tissues45–48 (see
ref. 49 for a comprehensive aptamer
database). Binding occurs not through
sequence hybridization but via interaction
of the target with particular 3-D stemloop and internal loop structures formed
by the nucleic acids. Typically, aptamers
are isolated from large combinatorial
Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983 | 977

libraries using a reiterative selection and
ampliﬁcation process known as SELEX
(systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment).50,51 This process is
especially attractive as, unlike antibody
production, it is not in vivo but rather
in vitro, and does not require a host
organism. Once a particular sequence is
obtained from the selection process, wellestablished methods for high-throughput
nucleic acid synthesis can then be applied. Other advantages of nucleic acids
compared to the use of antibodies for
bioanalytical applications include less susceptibility to denaturation as well as being
more amenable to chemical modiﬁcation.
This provides opportunities to introduce
additional functionalities that can be used
for covalent surface attachment and integration into novel sensing platforms. In
addition, nucleic acid surfaces tend to be
much less susceptible to non-speciﬁc adsorption than protein-modiﬁed surfaces.
Aptamers have been generated against
a range of targets and adapted for numerous chemical or biological sensing
systems with the vast majority of work
focused on the sensitive detection of single aptamer–protein and aptamer–drug
complexes.46,52–55 Consequently, the merging of aptamer and microarray technologies to create bioafﬁnity sensors for the
simultaneous detection of multiple protein
or biomarker targets from a biological
sample is still at a very early stage.

DNA aptamer microarrays. There
have been a few recent proof-of-principle
reports exploring the applicability of
DNA aptamers as capture agents arrayed
on a solid surface for speciﬁc protein
detection.56–59 Lindner and co-workers58
immobilized 5 -amino-modiﬁed DNA
aptamers via glutaraldehyde linkage on
amino-silanized glass substrates and
compared the binding afﬁnity of aptamer
microarrays with antibody microarrays
which are both selective towards the
same ﬂuorescently-labeled thrombin
target. It was clearly demonstrated that
aptamer-based analyte recognition was
at least as sensitive as antibody-based
detection. In addition, the speciﬁcity of
the aptamer arrays was superior to that
of the antibody array, which exhibited a
much higher level of non-speciﬁc protein
adsorption that resulted in a higher
background signal.
978 | Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983

Currently, one of the most promising
approaches for multiplexed protein detection is the development of photoaptamer technology, which is designed to
increase the binding afﬁnity of photoaptamers to protein targets via a photoinitiated cross-linking reaction.60,61 This is
achieved by substituting thymine bases
with 5-bromodeoxyuridine in the DNA
aptamer sequence with the resulting photoaptamer selected for a speciﬁc protein
biomarker via the photochemical SELEX
process;61 this technology is under commercial development by Somalogic, Inc.
High-density photoaptamer arrays are
created by synthesizing selected photoaptamers with an amine on the 5 -terminus
to enable immobilization onto a modiﬁed glass surface. Cross-linkage between
photoaptamers and speciﬁc sites on their
target proteins is achieved by irradiating at
308 nm. The photo-linked proteins at each
aptamer array element can then be quantiﬁed with a ﬂuorescent-based universal
protein stain. Petach’s group60 demonstrated this approach by creating a 17-plex
photoaptamer array exhibiting detection
limits of 10 fM for several biomarkers including interleukin-16, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and endostatin
as well as being able to detect proteins
in 10% serum samples. One drawback is
that this technology is currently limited
to DNA photoaptamers; further development work on other photoactive modiﬁed
nucleotides should allow the introduction
of RNA photoaptamers.

RNA aptamer microarrays. In contrast to the wealth of information available
involving DNA microarrays, there are
only a handful of reports describing the
fabrication of RNA microarrays.52,56,62–68
This is due to the difﬁculty in tethering RNA molecules to a surface without
loss of functionality. Most initial efforts
at RNA microarray fabrication have involved modiﬁed RNA sequences such as
biotinylated RNA56,64,65 or thiol-modiﬁed
RNA.67 For example, Ellington and coworkers56 created an aptamer microarray
by printing four different (two DNA and
two RNA) biotin-modiﬁed aptamers onto
streptavidin-coated glass slides for the
quantitative and simultaneous detection
of multiple protein targets. Recently, we
developed a novel methodology to create RNA aptamer microarrays on gold

surfaces and applied these arrays to detect various biomarker proteins including thrombin, factor protein IXa (fIXa)
and VEGF.62,63 By using a surface DNA–
RNA enzymatic ligation reaction, robust
and bioactive RNA microarrays could be
prepared using unmodiﬁed RNA and thus
circumventing several costly and timeconsuming preparative steps that often
lead to RNA degradation. Fig. 2 shows
the speciﬁc binding of fIXa onto a multicomponent RNA aptamer microarray created via the surface ligation of unmodiﬁed
probe RNA aptamer sequences onto universal DNA microarrays. The array was
composed of ﬁve RNA aptamer variants
(labeled RA –RE ) obtained from SELEX
experiments. On exposure of the array
to a 100 nM solution of fIXa, increases
in the SPRI detection signal identiﬁed
two aptamer sequences (RA and RE ) that
speciﬁcally bind to fIXa, with RA having
the strongest binding afﬁnity. The lowest
concentration detected was reported as
5 nM with no crosstalk.63
III.2 Lysate microarrays
An alternative approach to the sandwichand label-based antibody detection formats described in Section II is instead
to immobilize protein lysates taken from
multiple clinical samples in an array
format.69–73 These antigen, or reversephase microarrays are incubated with a
labeled antibody speciﬁc for a particular protein, therefore allowing the simultaneous quantiﬁcation of a single protein present in many samples; this is in
contrast to antibody array experiments
where many proteins in a single sample
are proﬁled. Demonstrations of this technology for cancer studies include measuring the phosphorylation of signaling
proteins and associating changes between
malignant and normal prostate tissue with
disease progression,73 and the screening of
compounds for anticancer activity.72 One
particular area of research signiﬁcantly
beneﬁting from lysate microarray development is the characterization of autoantibodies secreted into blood and tissue
ﬂuids as part of the humoral immune
response. Autoantibodies raised against
a number of different cancers74–77 can
be probed at each array element with
a labeled anti-immunoglobulin (e.g. antiIgE). Recent advances also include the use
of quantum dots for signal enhancement78
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic displaying the structures of ﬁve different fIXa aptamer variants (RA –RE )
used to create a single-stranded RNA microarray. Both RA and RE share a conserved AUA
sequence that is boxed in Loop 1 (L1), but RE differs signiﬁcantly elsewhere. The sequences RB ,
RC and RD are modiﬁed RA aptamers with single or double base mutations indicated using the
dark circles. (b) A representative SPRI difference image obtained for the differential binding
of 100 nM fIXa onto the ﬁve-component array, whose pattern is shown in (c). A prominent
increase in percent reﬂectivity was observed at the RA and RE array elements: the RA aptamer
has a very strong binding afﬁnity (2.9% increase in DR), while the RE aptamer has a weaker
afﬁnity for fIXa (1.1% increase in DR). The RB , RC and RD aptamers do not have a quantiﬁable
binding afﬁnity to fIXa. Adapted from ref. 63.

and combining phage-display and protein
microarray technologies to improve the
earlier detection of prostate77 and head
and neck74 cancers.
III.3 Peptide and small molecule
microarrays
The last few years have seen tremendous progress in the development of new
technologies that combine combinatorial
chemistry and array fabrication methods
for the site-speciﬁc immobilization of up
to several thousand peptides and small
molecules on a single solid substrate (see
refs 79 and 80 for reviews). The most
widely investigated applications of small
molecule microarrays have been for the
identifying of protein-binding ligands and
function inhibitors, while peptide arrays
have been mostly utilized for screening the
substrate preferences of various proteinmodifying enzymes. In either case, there
has been to date only a limited focus on the
application of small molecules and peptides as afﬁnity and diagnostic reagents
useful for bioanalytical research. Reddy
and Kodadek81 have prepared microarrays
comprised of several thousand (around
8000) peptide-like molecules, called pep-

toids, for the quantitative identiﬁcation of
proteins present in biological solutions.
Incubating the array with an unlabeled
protein solution resulted in a distinctive
pattern or ﬁngerprint that is visualized by
the secondary binding of a ﬂuorescentlylabeled antibody selective towards a particular protein of interest. The protein
ﬁngerprint could be discerned with high
reproducibility in a solution containing
a large excess of bacterial proteins, indicating the potential of this technology
for biomarker proﬁling in serum and
other sample types. In a separate example,
Hupp and co-workers82 demonstrated that
peptide combinatorial libraries could be
used to rapidly acquire a high-afﬁnity
peptide aptamer that can selectively bind
to a target protein that is overexpressed in
human cancers.

IV. Advanced signal
amplification methods for
ultrasensitive microarray
detection
One of the fundamental difﬁculties
impeding the further development
of microarray-based technologies for
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biomarker proﬁling and disease diagnostics is achieving sufﬁcient sensitivity to
reliably detect low-abundant proteins.
This problem is further compounded
by the need to operate in complex
biological solutions where there may be
a huge excess (as much as 107 ) of more
abundant proteins and if the binding
afﬁnity between the microarray probe
and target is weak (in the lM to mM
range). Conventional microarray methods
involving the single ﬂuorophore labeling
of either the protein target or a secondary
probe molecule (as described in Fig. 1)
typically have a detection limit in the
low- to mid-picomolar range, which is
comparable in sensitivity to traditional
solution-based ELISA measurements.
The ability to routinely measure protein
targets at femtomolar concentrations and
lower would be extremely valuable for
early disease diagnosis. In this section,
we highlight recent efforts aimed at novel
signal ampliﬁcation strategies based on
(i) surface enzyme reactions, and (ii)
functionalized nanomaterials that can
both signiﬁcantly improve sensitivity and
be applied in an array format.
IV.1 Enzymatic amplification
One of the most promising approaches
recently developed for the on-chip ampliﬁcation of detection signals associated
with the binding of serum proteins onto an
antibody microarray is a surface-localized
rolling circle ampliﬁcation (RCA) reaction. RCA has been more commonly applied to DNA quantitation and mutation
detection,83,84 and in order to adapt it for
protein detection, antibodies covalently
conjugated to a DNA primer sequence
were designed.85–87 Fig. 3(a) outlines the
RCA mechanism for the ampliﬁed detection of target proteins that are ﬁrst
directly labeled with biotin in serum solution before incubating on the antibody
array. Following this step, primer DNAconjugated antibodies (i.e. anti-biotin)
that recognize the biotin tag are selectively bound to the surface-immobilized
protein target. A circular DNA sequence
with a portion complementary to the
primer sequence is then hybridized to the
surface probe/target/antibody conjugate
complex. The enzyme DNA polymerase
signiﬁcantly extends the primer sequence
by repeatedly traveling around the circular
DNA template. Next, multiple labeled
Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983 | 979

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic showing enzymatic ampliﬁcation of biomarker detection signals via
RCA. First, target proteins are labeled with biotin in serum solution and incubated on the
antibody array. Primer DNA-conjugated antibodies (i.e. anti-biotin) are then bound to the
surface-immobilized biotinylated protein target. Following the binding of circular DNA, a
polymerase reaction signiﬁcantly extends the primer sequence using the circle as a template.
This enables the hybridization of multiple labeled oligonucleotides resulting in an ampliﬁed
ﬂuorescent signal. Adapted from ref. 85. (b) Fluorescence image of an antibody microarray
analyzing sera from lung cancer and healthy samples using two-color RCA. Adapted from
ref. 29.

oligomers are hybridized to the extended
primer resulting in a signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed ﬂuorescent signal (>30-fold compared to single ﬂuorophore-labeled assays) that is also proportional to the
amount of target protein in the original sample. A two-color RCA method
was applied by Haab and co-workers
for the multiplexed proﬁling of serum
proteins associated with pancreatic41 and
lung29 cancers. The ﬂuorescence image in
Fig. 3(b) is a distinctive serum protein
proﬁle obtained by ﬁrst separately labeling the test and reference samples with
biotin and digoxigenin respectively before
co-incubation on an 84-component antibody microarray.29 Two RCA reactions are
performed simultaneously using Cy3 to
detect the biotin-labeled proteins and Cy5
to detect the digoxigenin-labeled proteins
bound to the microarray. Distinct expression proﬁles could be reproducibly established involving proteins at femtomolar
concentrations, which was not previously
achievable using other detection methods.
Recently, we demonstrated a different microarray-based enzymatic ampliﬁcation approach involving an aptamer–
antibody sandwich assay where the secondary antibody is conjugated to the
enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP).62
HRP-conjugated antibodies are widely
used in ELISA microwell or membrane
assays.88,89 However, these solution-based
measurements have limited spatial res980 | Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983

olution and cannot be used in an array format. Fig. 4(a) outlines a scheme
where the enzyme substrate 3,3 ,5,5 tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) is used instead to form a localized surface precipitation pattern with high spatial resolution that can be detected optically using
SPRI.62 First, the target protein binds with
high afﬁnity to a single-stranded RNA
aptamer array element followed by the
introduction of biotin-labeled secondary

antibody that recognizes a different epitope on the target to create a surface aptamer–protein–antibody sandwich
structure. Next, anti-biotin conjugated to
the enzyme HRP is incubated on the
microarray. In a ﬁnal step, the surface
is exposed to a solution of TMB, which
reacts with HRP to form a precipitate on
the gold surface array element containing the target protein. This results in a
signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed SPRI response as
demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) obtained for
the detection of a 1 pM concentration of
VEGF.62
IV.2 Nanomaterial-enhanced detection
The exploitation of the unique optical,
electronic and magnetic properties exhibited by nanomaterials such as metal
and semiconductor nanoparticles, nanotubes and nanowires is opening up many
new avenues for ultrasensitive protein
detection.90,91 Compared with the enzymatic ampliﬁcation methods described
above, the use of nanomaterials for the
labeling and detection of biomolecules
offers the advantages of reducing the
cost and number of detection steps as
well as potentially improving reliability,
sensitivity and accuracy. Most studies applying nanomaterials for protein detection
have been limited to single target-based
assays.91–93 This is not surprising considering that the issues described earlier

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic of the enzymatically ampliﬁed detection of VEGF using an aptamer–
protein–antibody sandwich assay. A three-component aptamer microarray is exposed sequentially to i) 1 pM VEGF, ii) 10 nM biotinylated VEGF antibody, and iii) 50 nM anti-biotinconjugated HRP. (b) The SPRI difference image shows that an increase in D%R was observed
only at the RV array elements, which is a known RNA aptamer speciﬁc to VEGF. R2 and RC
are negative control sequences. (c) Pattern of the three-component RNA microarray. Adapted
with permission from ref. 62.
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the biobarcode assay for the multiplexed detection of protein biomarkers.
For each of the three protein targets, a corresponding set of Au-NP and MMP probes are
prepared. The Au-NPs are conjugated to both antibodies that recognize the target protein
and ‘reporter’ barcode oligonucleotides, while the MMPs are functionalized with antibodies
speciﬁc to a different epitope on the target. Each MMP and Au-NP bind in a sandwich assay
with the resulting complexes isolated under an applied magnetic ﬁeld and the barcode strands
released by a ligand exchange process. Half of each released barcode sequence is unique to
a particular target while the remaining half is universal to all the barcodes. The released
DNA is quantiﬁed via hybridization onto a complementary microarray element followed by
hybridization of a second Au-NP probe that is modiﬁed with DNA complementary to the
universal component of each barcode. A silver deposition step is then used to further amplify
the light scattering detection signal. Adapted from ref. 94.

such as chemical stability, cross-reactivity
between different probes and targets
as well as non-speciﬁc adsorption are
also equally applicable to nanomaterialenhanced biosensing.
A recent exception is the development
of a multiplexed version of the biobarcode ampliﬁcation method established by
Mirkin and co-workers94 for the ultrasensitive detection of three established
cancer biomarkers present in either serum
or buffer. As outlined in Fig. 5, three
Au nanoparticle (NP) probes are cofunctionalized with both an antibody that
recognizes the target protein and a barcode oligonucleotide.94 Half of the barcode is composed of a target reporting
sequence, while the remaining half is a
universal sequence common to all the
barcodes. In addition, three magnetic microparticle (MMP) probes are conjugated
to a monoclonal antibody speciﬁc to an
epitope on the target protein different
from the one recognized by the AuNP probe. The target is captured in a
MMP–biomarker–Au-NP sandwich complex, which is separated from unreacted
Au-NP probes via an applied electric

ﬁeld. Next, the barcode strands from
nanoparticles bound to the biomarker are
released into solution by a ligand exchange
process and subsequently detected and
quantiﬁed with the chip-based scanometric method.95 This involves measuring the
light scattered from array spots complementary to each barcode strand following
the surface binding of Au-NPs and a subsequent silver ampliﬁcation step. This allowed the ampliﬁed detection of prostratespeciﬁc antigen (prostrate cancer), human
chorionic gonadotropin (testicular cancer
marker), and a-fetoprotein (hepatocellular carcinoma marker) at femtomolar concentrations. One possible limitation of the
biobarcode assay is the need to prepare
both gold and magnetic probe particles
speciﬁc for each target. Consequently,
the potential of this approach to achieve
the high-throughput capacity of conventional microarray techniques remains to
be proven.
The large signal ampliﬁcation possible
using Au nanoparticle-labeled secondary
antibodies and electroless silver ampliﬁcation was also demonstrated by Bailey
et al.96 as part of a new method termed
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DNA-encoded antibody libraries (DEAL)
that enables the multiplexed detection of
both nucleic acids and proteins on the
same DNA microarray platform. In this
approach, antibody probes are conjugated
with a unique set of single-stranded DNA
oligomers that are complementary to a
particular DNA array element. DEAL
antibodies are ﬁrst introduced to the biological ﬂuid containing the protein target along with a secondary-labeled antibody in a sandwich assay format. The
entire complex (DEAL antibody–protein
target–secondary antibody) is then captured on a particular array element by
DNA hybridization. The simultaneous detection of multiple proteins and nucleic
acids in a single microﬂuidic channel was
demonstrated with the nanoparticle signal
ampliﬁcation enabling a protein detection
limit of 10 fM.
Another emerging technology with the
potential for high-throughput, ultrasensitive biomarker detection is the application
of silicon nanowires to create ﬁeld effect
transistor (FET) devices where binding of
charged molecules onto the functionalized
nanowire surface causes a change in conductance that can be measured quantitatively in real-time.97 Pioneering work by
the Lieber research group98 demonstrated
that multiple cancer biomarkers could
be detected simultaneously on a single
nanowire array with each individually
addressable nanowire functionalized with
a particular capture antibody. Particularly impressive is that detection limits in
the low femtomolar range were reported
without additional labeling of the target
or the use of a secondary nanoparticlelabeled binding probe. This is around
105 times better than equivalent label-free
measurements using conventional SPR
techniques. Furthermore, these electronic
nanodevices can be readily integrated into
miniaturized analytical systems for target
delivery which, in combination with continual advances in the assembly of larger
and more complex nanowire sensor arrays
should create a powerful sensing platform
that will be of beneﬁt to many areas of
biological research.

V.

Concluding remarks

The ability to perform rapid, multiplexed
protein biomarker analyses in complex
biological ﬂuids will undoubtedly lead to
new opportunities for the understanding
Analyst, 2008, 133, 975–983 | 981

and treatment of disease. The versatility of
microarray-based detection platforms for
the high-throughput screening of nucleic
acids is now well-established; however,
developing microarray technologies for
the highly speciﬁc and ultrasensitive detection of low-abundant protein biomarkers has proven to be considerably more
challenging. The biggest hurdle remaining
in the use of microarrays for large-scale
proteomic studies is the low availability
of suitable capture probes. The predictive
value of a single biomarker is uncertain
in many studies and there is a growing
consensus that multiplexed measurements
examining the relative abundance of many
types of proteins will provide far more
insight. In addition, new developments
utilizing aptamers, peptides and small
molecules will provide complementary
options to antibodies, and the effective
integration of microarrays with other proteomics techniques should lead to faster
methods for biomarker discovery. The
next generation of microarrays capable
of ultrasensitive, high-throughput, lowcost biomarker analysis will likely involve
a combination of surface enzyme reactions, nanotechnology, microﬂuidic networks and advanced data analysis tools.
However, care will be required for signal ampliﬁcation strategies that associate
multiple ﬂuorophores or nanoparticles
with a single biomarker in order to ensure that the ampliﬁcation mechanism
remains controlled and quantiﬁable over
several orders of magnitude. In general,
we expect microarray technologies to continue to increase in scope and effectiveness that will in turn accelerate markedly
the rate of biomarker discovery and
the characterization of disease-speciﬁc
pathways.
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